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ELASTIC PION-NUCLEUS

SCATTERING

OF THE NUCLEAR

FOR STUDIES

SURFACE

by
L. S. Kissinger,
R. L. Burman,
and M. M. Sternheim

J. H. Koch,

ABSTRACT
The use of elastic T*-nucleus scattering to explore the
relative neutron-proton
distributions
in nuclei is studied
theoretically.
The large difference between T+-N and n--N
interactions in the nuclear surface leads to substantial effects.
Neutron radius determinations
to 0.1 Fermis appears
feasible.

I.

INTRODUCTION

has been widely

One characteristic
pi mesons by nuclei

feature of the scattering

in the energy

region 0-300 MeV

is a strong

interaction

at the nuclear

‘Ibis arises

from the strong p-wave pi-nucleon

tering in this energy region.

of

scat-

feature

of great importance for our purposes is the differr+ and m- interactions with neutrons at

ence between
the energies
action

in question.

is in an isospin

interact

work we investigate

of utilizing

pion-nucleus

the relative neutron-proton
of strong

actions

between

and the difference

of the sensitivity
to the pion optical
periments

pions

than do

of the “meson

distribution.
surface

charge

Also, we survey

of pi-nucleus
potential

scattering

elastic

states

purpoees

gradient

the p-wave

character

dependence

density

for

on the

-- a reflection

of the n-nucleon

of

interaction

above.

We look in some detail
the angular

distributions

tion, taking

gradient

the proton

distribution

of

distribu-

from the anal-

experiments.

from the interaction

at energies

the n-nucleon

at the sensitivity

to the neutron

scattering

term arisea

the A(1236),
inates

known.

of the potential

is a strong

Since the
through

such that the A(1236)

reactions,

the effective

domradii

for m+ and T- will be different

if there is a neutron

rich surface

lead to two main ef-

fects.

region.

First,

This will

the break

from the Mottg

nuclear radius , will occur at different angles for
~+
and m- mesons of the same energy.
Secondly, the

of ex-

positions

the first measurement

cross sec-

scattering

the first years

7

of the minima

of the

for T+ and m- will be

shifted.

We carry out systematic

calculations

differential

cross sections

tial derived

from the n-nucleon
scattering

feature

of the nuclear

mentioned

and inelastic
atoms, 8 so that

some aspects

factor ies. ”

using multiple

and to m-mesic

3-6

tion, historically

in anticipation

out during

inter-

the pion inter-

in the different

to be carried

the possi-

elastic

It is these two properties

which we shall exploit.

.

the negative

with neutrons

pions.

action with neutrons

-%

inter-

present

to elastic

are now semiquantitatively

yais of electron

In the present

to explore

the dominant

3/2 state,

much more strongly

the positive

bility

Since

scattering

the parameters

The most important

surface.

The second

m-meson

applied

of the

using an optical

poten-

scattering amplitudes
theory. 1 This potentia12

Nany years ago it was suggested
use the difference
with neutrons
neutron-proton

between

and protons
density

that one could

the T+ and n- interaction
to explore

the relative

at the surface. 10

At energies

1

of 0.5

-

1.0

GeV, the pion nucleon

are such that both #
elastic

channel

in the interior

In the surface
neutrons

region,

and the r

of absorption

optical

region.

in neutron

and proton

of possible

similar

that a measurement

shows some sensitivity

number

studies

no systematic

rich surface.
dominance

of m-mesic

at low energies

fact, the strong

cross section

one of the striking
2
tions.

It should be noted

on the nuclear

baric

diatributiona,
analog

neutron

scattering.

cate that the neutron
than the proton

accuracy

is claimed

shall show below,
acatterfng

it would

surface

sion in the number

Recent

radius

dif-

and

reactions,

experiments

Typically,

the potential

accuracy

is comparable.

and
indi-

their

conclusions

model dependence

that these higher

ferences

scattering

of the calculations.

calculations

gies and the resolution
about

selected

in the relative

Although

neutron

Another

which

is quite dependent

relations

la the effect

explicitly

include

here,

uncertainty

n-nucleon

corWe do

and do not

of different

the importance

from
in con-

In our calcula-

neutron

we uae the off-shell

introduced

follows

information

the n’-nucleus potential.

for the present

of the optical
on nuclear

this “true” absorption.

fundamental

the need for off-shell

assess

dif-

radii

of pion absorption.

this to be important

originally

the shape of

modification

not expect

structing

density

it ia known

vs proton

potential

our

that cor-

that the resulting

will be small.

A second

intro-

TIIUS,

and proton

to the extent

and proton

extrapolation

for the pion optical
and parameters

potential.

are reviewed

In Part B, we try to

in Part A of this section.

independent

of this off-shell

uncertainty

work.

needed

Description

of the Optical

Potential

review

and study

The first-order

the

In Section

III

optical

potential

til~>

Pi (~’-~),

in momentum

space is 1

to guide experiment-

to the most appropriate

the relative

radial distribution.

to extract

proton

useful

and neutron

<~’[vlk>

ener-

= E <k’
i-

(1)

inwhere

the sum is over the A target nuCleOnS,

the distribution
is the scattering

function
operator

and outgoing

Pi is

for the ith nucleon,
for the incident

ti

pion

and .k and ..k’ are the incident
pion momenta.

and the ith nucleon,

2

neutron

prop-

dfetribu-

terms, which

order terms affect
we expect

The form of the potential

Nevertheless,

order

are important.16

to the

the only nuclear

are neglected.

are in error

the potential,17

ourselves

this information.

al efforts with regard

formation

\

from an expan-

is the single-particle

about relative

distributions

As we

for a #

II of the paper, we briefly

the theory of pion-nucleus

we present

this

Since we use the

and restrict

correlation,

distributions

A.
In Section

in

there are a

is obtained

The higher

tions of the effect

of all such analyses,

to have another

duce nuclear

iso-

ia not appreciably

radius.

seem very useful

In

was

scattering,

Although

in obtaining

of collisions.

approximation

relation

calcula-

in neutron

pick-up

the model dependence

way of obtaining

tool.

to be 0.1 or 0.2 Fermis.

experiment

considering

out, 14

other methods 15

that several

e. g. , proton

levels,

alpha-particle

larger

the potential

erty which enters

the p-wave

in the earliest

have been used to study differences
proton

First,

dis-

of the medium-energy

points

problems

first term in this expansion,

That is why we feel that elastic

dependence

po-

scatter-

can be found which

scattering,

cross

for a neutron-

should be a much more effective

ferential

for the elastic

of fundamental

impulse

atoms using a po-

evidence

theory.

potential

optical

m-nucleon

potential.

experi-

term have been carried

overall

However,

is 10S t.

scattering

scattering

tion function.

tential with a gradient
showing

can account

a m-nucleus

from experimental

an optical

SCATTERING

208pb

tribution.13
Recently,

OF PION-NUCLEUS

In this work we employ

ing via multiple

densi-

to the neutron

OF THEORY

tential derived

for a

of reaction

REVIEW

principle

AII

that there is no evidence

difference

indicates

sections

with

for m+ and n- is sensi-

of the surface

A recent survey

ments

interact

Thus , the ratio

analyais 11 of the experiment 12 on

at 700 MeV indicates

ties.

from the

of a large nucleus.

the n+ mainly

cross sections

model

substantial

absorbed

with protons.

tive to the properties

II.

cross sections

are strongly

At low energies
be written

the pion-nucleon

t-matrix

can

as

accidental,

slmost

over, corrections
<k’ltlk>
.,..

0

+

.~’,

al k

(2)

a

ergy.
J

= a

and a are slowly varying functions of en1
o
Assuming that Eq. (2) holds for all values

where

of the momenta

exact,

energy a-wave phaae

(on- and off-shell),

taking a. and

to be constants, neglecting binding effects and
al
using the impulse approximation
for the m-nucleon

optical

in the nucleus, one obtains
+
the potential for T meaons2,3

to the expression

present,

be reliably

ability

to utilize

nuclear

probe.

B.

Model

estimated,

low-energy

Dependence

this limits our

approximations

discussed

above

the optical potentials

of the off-shell

extrapolation

The gradient

. pn(r) ~]/2E

. (3)

which

gives

the strong

in this work,

form for the

that the form a

In (3) ,

important

results

question

+ a~k”

~’ holds

1,= 0,1

(4)

behavior

of the optical

approximation.

a critical

and ~ is the momentum

operator

tributions

of protons

be assumed

to be of the Saxon-Woods

pi = po[l + exp

and neutrons,

((r-Ri)/ai)]-lS

and total

-iV.

p

l%e dis-

and pn, will

form

p

In the latter,

the form for the off-shell
enter.

two formulations,

i = p,n

aPPrOXimSte

tering,
jpi d3x = 1.

the Glauber
assump-

small angle scattering;
behavior

does not directly

there is qualitative

multiple

in these

agreement

amplitudes.

the b~ and b; are

Thus,

in

we consider

that on the energy

developed

it seems

of the elastic

scat-

of the forward maxima
model

dependent.

to make these observations

shell extrapolation

from pfon-

over the nuclear

features

are not strongly

quantitative,

formulation

results.zo

such as the positions

In order
partial-wave

scattering

gives similar

and minima,

phaae shifts averaged

with

the strongest

for T-12C scattering over a wide
a somewhat different
range of energies. 19 flso,

that the qualitative

A table of b’s obtained

on

the prediction

with normalization

potential,

dependence

In spite of the great differences

by Gibbs

The fk are the spin averaged

of the

can be found in the

potential

tion is that of high-energy,
where p. and ET are the pion lab momntum

the

off-shell.

here is the sensitivity

against

the off-energy-shell
comparison

b; = (47T/po2) fg(m+n,lab),

dependence

only with

to that ansatz.

One argument
bL = (4n/po2) fl(n+p,lab),

surface

follows

0

nucleon

as a

-- Local Model

important.

being utilized

An

m~mentum

scattering

Pp(r) + bl P “ Op(r) ~]/2En

ansatz

interchanged.

(1) for the

pion

which have been used to derive

might be most

N[b: po2 Pn(r) +bi~

For the T- optical

More-

from Eq. (1)

potential,

energy

to bo.

discuaaed above play an important
role at low energies. 18 Because these cannot, at

of Part A, the nature
v(r) = - Z[bopo2

of the low

contributing

potential

Of the various
scattering

cancellation

shifts

more nearly

a quite different

off-mass-

than that used in Part A.
shell ope can rewrite

Eq.

Note
(2) as

Fermi

is given in Ref. 13.

~~’ltlk>

- (al/2)

= a

[(k_-~’)2 - k2 - k’2]

0

With b’s determined

from m-nucleon
density

phase

parameters,

shifts

and electron

scattering

model

predicts the qualitative features
5
and inelastic acatterfng 7 over
elaatic

this

= [ao+

(al/2)(k2+k’2)]

- (al/2)(~-~’)2

successfully

of n--carbon
the kinetic
dominated

= a’0 - (al/2)(~-~’)2

(5)

energy range 120 to 280 MeV, the region

by the A(1236).

Similar

results

are ob-

where

a’ and a~ are relatively

slowly varying

func–

0

tained at lower energies. 3Y4S6

However,

below 50

MeV or ao, the fit is good only if b. is appreciably
adjusted.3,6

One apparent

reason

for this is the

constanta,
a’
o and al as
Eq. (3), one obtains a local optical

tions of energy.
and using

Taking

potentia121
3

We thus proceed

(6)

vL(r) m a: p(r) + (al/2)V2 p(r).

of the elastic
Thus, choosing
extrapolation

a different

form for the off-shell

of the t-matrix

be a quite different

the proton

produces

optical

what ”seems to

potential.

of these two models.

of the qualitative

III. RESULTS

we shall give sample

for m+ and T- scattering
nuclei.

the Klein-Gordon
which

in the Born approximation

in higher

is obtained

order.

cross sections

100 MeV have been carried

equation

The POtential

of U.

was assumed.

These

(3) plus a Coulomb
results

out for various

values

of choosing

or future.

They survey

the angular

distributions

the qualitative
with special

to the one-particle

of the minima

is to help in the planning

to A, as seen in Table I.
can be defined,

differential

and T- scattering

cross sections

one by Landau and Tabakin24

on 40Ca and 20aPb, at 100, 200,

with a separable

but we do not expect

of Section

stage of pion-nucleus

our calculations

beyond

TABLE

are meant

to be suggestive

patterns

only.

are moat pronounced

I
at 100 MeV in these model

m+ minimum

use results

difference

calculations,

at this energy

Some sample

results

we shall

in our discussion.

for two different

67.1°

68.5°

1.40

and 1.0 F larger

66.30

1.40

mined

than, the proton

from electron-scattering

.5

64.1°

65.5°

1.4°

each case, a thickness

.75

64.7°

66.1°

1.40

been used.

65.6°

67.1°

1.5°

are varied

radius R deterP
experiments. 25 In

parameter

Calculations

an = 0.5 F has

in which

both Rn and an

show that the main sensitivity

root-mean-square

radius,

R-;

variation

energies

large angle scattering

a number

of small angle deflections.

the off-shell

properties

arisea mainly

term.

from

Therefore,

do not enter

ant a way as they do, for example,
double-scattering

at these

in as import-

in a large angle

change

in Rms

these figures
shifts
effect

differs

for T

in the neutron

Note,
+

for the T

than the T

energies.

from

radius

and that the

and T- scattering.

that there is a tendency

at higher

to a

It is apparent

of the minima,
+

to be much shallower

especially

4

that the change

the positions

incidently,
minima

of about 0.7 F.

fa to the
of Rn by

1.0 F, with an fixed at 0.5 F, corresponds
for this is that apparently

neutron

radii are given in Figs. 3 and 4. Two curves are
shown for T+ and T-, with neutron radii Rn equal to,

64.9°

One reason

the

of the minima.

SENSITIVITY OF 100 MeV T*-C MINIMA TO THE
FORM OF THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL
[see Eq. (7)]

1.0

scat-

qualitative

Since the diffraction

.25

It should be noted

densities.

effec-

second minimum

o

The for-

111.A has been used, with equal

and proton

tering experiments,

n- minimum

1 and 2.

such as the recent
that, given the present

A

for TT+

Other off-shell
neutron

in the positions

of

experiments.

and msx-

importance to
+ and
of the relative IT

malism

changes

distributiona.

unimportant.

and 300 MeV, are shown in Figs.

tive potential,

of

to

Of special

us here is the insensitivity

extrapolations

regard

a vari-

Theoretical

n- minima

features

of

optimum
the positiona

to

-- present

by various

A are relatively

ima are not changed much.

with experiment

at

The main purpose
of the parameter

potential

are not intended

of the

for T#-C scattering

forms as represented

the ABACUS-M Code.21

with

but

the sensitivity

In particular,

energies

by solving

with members

Calculations

It is found that the effects

valuea

theoretical

at various

They were obtained

serve for a comparison

A.

can

AND CONCLUSIONS

from several

models

ety of off-shell

which

(7)

a family of optical

differential

in the cor-

conclusions

b

results

which differ

the po-

Defining

= (1-A)V + AVL

are identical

between

using

be drawn.

In this section

‘a

on the difference

distributions

I

this model has been used in a number of calculations 22,23
For the present study consider a linear
.
combination

and neutron

tential of Part A with some confidence
rectness

Recently,

to the study of the dependence

scattering

minima,

This is a result
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Pion elastic scattering from “°Ca with
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Pion elastic scattering from 20ePb, for a
proton radius,
Rp = 6.52 F and two values of the neutron
radius
Rn = 6.52 F and Rn = 7.52 F.

TABLE

II

POSITIONS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND MINIMA FOR TWO NEUTRON RADII
A dash indicates the presence of a shoulder rather than a minimum.

~+ - 4oca

~+-

40CS

n- -

208pb

r- -

208Pb
1

Rn = 3.67

Tm (MeV)
96

193

309

4.67

3.67

48.0

45.8

85.5

81.8

31.5

4.67

6.52

45.8

42.0

32.3

81.8

----

57.8

30.8

30.0

27.8

----

----

18.0

16.5

----

----

57.0

51..o

----

----

33.0

30.0

----

----

25.5

22.5

----

----

14.3

12.8

----

--—

----

----

----

----

25.5

24.0

of the superposition
Coulomb

smplitude

tractive

II, above,

The overall

T-

minima

decrease

~

at about

verifies
more
~+ .
and

for energies
(A blank inthan a true

rather

qualitative

feature

with increasing

is that the

neutron

radius

twice the rate as do r+ minima.

our expectation

sensitive

to the neutron

This can be understood

distribution

excess,

ergy for positive
surface
obtain

(3)

ones for T-.

energy

30.8

27.8

26.3

54.8

48.8

45.0

the effective

and negative

are approximately

for energies

the table if Rp = R
n“
One must keep in mind, however,
cross section

arises

of the strong

As a result,

the difference

T- energies

between

with approximately

is not equal to the Coulomb

MeV n+ and 57 MeV T- cross sections,

is strong,

leading

to different

effective

radii for v+ and r-.
Note that quite often
in the first n- minimum
neutron

radius,

minimum.

there is a 0.3° change

per 0.1 F change

and a 0.6° change

This suggests

equal.

For example,

experiments

at

energy

if one compares

the 85

it is seen

(Table 111) that the positions

of the T+ minims

creaae with

radius

increasing
minima,

equal wave number.

in the second

that careful

effective

that of the ~

in the

amplitudes.

the n+ and the

It is in this surface
tential

in

Thus the values of the
at the surface.
+ and T- wava numbers k are not neces?l

difference

po-

given

from a coherent

and Coulomb

for the situation

minima

that the dif-

sarily

that the gradient

repulsion.

of the theoretical

superposition

for the

this conjecture.

region the parameter bl is much larger for T- than
~+ , since an isospin 3/2 phase shift is dominant.
region

that one might

for the Coulomb

the same

en-

the n+ beam at higher

111 confirm

Note that the positions

kinetic

cross sections

by running

in Table

\

pions at the nuclear

This suggests

differential

to compensate

The results

equal minima

in the pure neutron

7.52

is different.
similar

ferential

than the

from the potentials

(4) for the n+ and corresponding

If there is a neutron

This

that the m- mesons will be

6.52

beams at the same energy,

two charged mesons

of the first

are given.

of a shoulder

minimum.)

has

at the surface.

the positions

the resonance,

the presence

part of

term, which

for Figs. 3 and 4, and minima

at and above
dicates

component

with a

for n+ and at-

a significant

from the gradient

repulsive

In Table
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cross section for
small angle lT- elastic scattering from
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